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We propose that the Fe-rich spherules of Taihu lake are fallout of eject plumes of airburst event in ~7500 years ago. Impact origin of Taihu lake basin was proposed on the basis of circular shape and deformed features of quartz grains [1, 2]. The impact hypothesis was revived based on discovery of unique Fe-rich concretions [3]. However, direct contact impact is difficult to explain such big, shallow, flat, young lake; airburst could produce a huge flat Holocene basin without major basement disruption [4]. Here we report the mineralogy of the Fe-rich spherules, and discuss how they formed.

Fe-rich spherules are basic unit of all Fe-rich concretions (spherule, rod and causal shaped), widely dispersed in a specific mud layer dated as ~7500 BP, in bottom of Taihu lake, South-eastern of China. The size of spherules can range form μm to mm, even up to cm. Most spherules are bean-sized (show in upper picture). Some bean sized spherules are hollow. The Fe-rich spherules consist of angular quartz grains as major debris, and rock fragments as minor debris, and fine clay, siderite, and unknown Fe-rich materials as the matrix observed under microscopy.

Two models are proposed to form the Fe-rich spherules: one is precipitation of fine matrix around angular quartz fragments in the mud layer, another one is aggregation of shattered angular quartz fragments and fine materials in an eject plume involving a base surge by an airburst. The spherules widely dispersed in the specific Holocene layer of Taihu lake indicate a young event. Lapilli-like spherules indicate a high-energy environment, such as chaotic dynamic vapor or flood current. Angular quartzes with sharp edges with different sizes indicate that they were fragments mechanically shattered, not products of long transportation, such as lake sediments, which prefer the second model, the airburst plume model. It is still in black box for the detail airburst and siderite formation. Many questions are widely open.